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1. Puchock
After Midnight is not just another great horror novel by Richard Laymon,
but it is one of his more original works that stands out among his many
books. The book is written in first-person, narrator Alice (not her real
name, she is quick to reveal), who has decided to document the details of

a series of past events in case the authorities ever get involved. What
starts as a quiet and mundane setting involving a timid woman with hints
of a disturbed past house-sitting for a friend quickly descends into a nonstop cavalcade of unfortunate events and multiple deaths packed into a
forty-eight hour race against the devil – even if the line between good and
evil tends to blur.
The strongest aspect of After Midnight is, without a doubt, the
pseudonymous narrator Alice, whose meticulous recording of her thoughts
and internal monologues throughout her confessional memoir not only
help retain the reader’s attention during what would normally be passive
stretches of inaction, but Laymon also manages to allow Alice to reveal –
both intentionally and accidentally - hidden aspects of her murky past and
guarded personality that create one of the most complex and remarkable
characters of his body of work. There are some points during the story –
okay, many points – during which the reader will openly question Alice’s
actions, motivations, and whether or not they should be on her side, but
the undeniable humanity that emerges from her contradictory naiveté and
ruthless pragmatism makes her an endearing anti-hero that you can’t help
rooting for.
The events that unfold through the two-day period of the story
occasionally challenge the credulity of the reader, but that’s to be
expected from a Laymon novel in the first place. I hesitate to list any of
the violent acts or situations that befall (or are perpetrated by) Alice out
of fear of ruining any of the book’s twists and turns, but I can guarantee
that even the most jaded horror novel fan will be caught off guard at least
once or twice.
If there is any shortcoming to After Midnight, it is that the endless
sequence of events that befall Alice are presented to the reader at roughly
the same pace, and so the fatigue that befalls her at certain points is also
felt by the reader, with little if any chance to pause or regroup. The result
is a novel that urges you to read on while simultaneously leaving you
needing to take a break. However, this is probably a testament to
Laymon’s skills as a writer, and while it can make reading the book in one
sitting more difficult than it should be, After Midnight is definitely worth
the effort.

2. Gaxaisvem

Laymon is one of those writers that you can both love and hate - Once in
awhile in the same book.
His characters are well fleshed out and always fun (even the villains are
usually memorable) and (most of the stories move along at a good pace.
This one is, maybe not his best, but in the top three. Concerns a young
lady named Alice (Sort of named Alice) who through no fault of her own
accidentally butchers a fellow and then in going about covering it up
winds up in a domino progression of bodies - some of which are her fault,
some of which are not. The result is sometimes horrifying (NOBODY
writes evil characters like Lamon), sometimes sad, erotic, cringe-worthy
or, at least once, semi-erotic. One in particular is mildly amusing in a "Oh
God what ELSE can happen to this poor girl" sort of way.
One difficulty is that Alice comes across as (and is) absolutely cold
blooded when it comes to saving her own but, At least at first (the end is
more in question) Now, she has REASON to be this way. Something
happened to her prior to the events in the book that affected her. This
event is hinted at but never really made clear. (You'll get the idea though)
As such, it leaves the reader a little bit at a loss not knowing her full story.
The ending is...unique. Laymon enjoys (sometimes) down endings. This
one is neither down nor up but leaves the reader to decide is What
Happens After turns out good or bad. A good move as it ultimately could
have gone either way long term.
I'd say get this book when you don't have anything to do and be prepared
to read it through. It is difficult, though not impossible as are some of his
other works, to put down.

3. fetish
Mr. Laymon is an acquired taste. If you happen to be a fan this is one of
his best books and if you are unfamiliar with his writing it is a great place
to start. If you enjoy this book you have also read the Beast House series. I
have never read a bad book by Mr Laymen however this book was
particularity good.

4. Haal
This is probably the best bad writing I’ve ever read. Does that make it
good? Possibly. But probably not. It’s a lot of fun, though.

5. Ber
This riveting book was very good I thought this was the best I have read
by Richard Laymon, if it was not for bad luck she would have no luck lol.

6. Leceri
I love it and hate it at the same time. Weird. Yet I can't stay away from it.

7. invasion
This is a really good story from start to finish.
Loved it. Cheers, Dennis.

8. First let me say that I AM a Richard Laymon fan and have read several of
his novels. One of the things I love about his work is how blunt and brutal
it is. If sex, gore, or violence turn your stomach then DONT read his
books; go read a Nicholas Sparks novel (THAT turns MY stomach, haha).
Personally, it doesn't bother me and I admire his ballsy approach. His
books are usually wild, crazy, and entertaining!!
BUT, After Midnight is NOT my fave Laymon work. I thought "Alice" was
crazy, stupid, a sociopath, and a very unsympathetic character. When you
can't stand the main character then why am I reading this book? I didn't
root for her and couldn't wait for her to get caught. Maybe that was the
point but I just didn't enjoy this book.
Do yourself a favor and pass this book up for Traveling Vampire Show or
The Cellar. Or if you are in the mood for something REALLY crazy and
entertaining, try reading just about anything that Brian Keene has written.
He is heavily influenced by Laymon but a more talented writer- IF you ask
me.
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